
 

 

  

  

Dear Helen, 

4 Jan 6S 

 

STEFFEN SORENSEN 
10118 - 63rd Avenue N. 
Seminole, Florida 33540 

 

 
  

  

Sorry about running away from the phone, but we have dinner daily at 
about 4:25 and everything was ready just then. 

When you phoned I was making up a list of things I enbeeribo to, with a column for expiration dates. So far it is 22 items lone, & mey not be complete yet. Et:closing a fax of it far your amusement. You might be doubly summed when 
I tell you that at the ties of my mid-Paeifie experiense in Sommer '64 I sub-scribed to absolutely nothing - unless it might have been one er two amateur radio magasines. Ono, I guess. looking hawk en it, I's thinking maybe I should& 
stood in 00a0 bed that morning when Reminder was tapping en the doer & tolling 
me maybe I ought to come leek. 

Who Weisberg is, I just don't knew. All I know is that I'll turn to Weis-berg's books first when I hare to turn to a "critic". He is certainly doina the most convincing jet, among them all in selling attention to the real essentials -
at least among the offerings that the man on the street can buy. A pussling 
thing, amongmaybe other pussling things about him, is that despite the enormous 
moot of 	legitimate material he has to offer, does offer, be does at 
the same tine seen to "sabotage" .himself now & then by saying things he must know 
are not true. You know already about the Minos. This afternoon I read in his 
Osw In hew Orleans, p37: 

"While all the typed transcripts were still "TOP SECRET" 
three years after the assassination, Liebeler promised that 
"a copy of the transcript will be made available to General 
Walker" through the stenographer. It therefore is less than 
surprising...ets...* 	(1114415) 

New what Weisberg_ is venting to suggest here is that Walker and Liebeler 
are bedfellows, or however one would say it. Maybe they are, and rwouldn't 
quarrel with the possibility. Especially having read the 	11 testimony 
sdoelf. But what I do some to a full stop about is Weisberg's canine attention 
to this by introdueing a eempletely false assertion, er suggestions He wants 
his readers to believe that Gen Walker, perhaps as seem klaCit patitisal lukhkrof Liebeler, is being offered same *hap Motet' treaseriptlt his testimony, 
a thing shish was denied the ether hundreds like testified. HelenOlehea you get 
into the 1-15 vela (neatly within the 6-12 eels, as I remember) pon will see 
ease after ease of the interfiewee, to main a useful word, being told that he 
can have a sappy of what he has just said by asking the court reporter for it later, simply by making the request & then asking the reporter how much he wants for his extra trouble - which seems usually to be 35* per page. 

So this raises related questions. Why should Weisberg have to resort to dishonest means, and especially such easily discernable dishonest 1110414A , when at the same time he in providing us pass after pad, with hundreds of unassailable 
fasts? A few months ago I might have skipped ever this, thineingsvgto that this 
was a typical UFO dodge, in which anybody idle wanted to have himself heard did it more or less freely as long as he sprinkled himself with enough sow droppings along the way so that he scald be easily "discredited" wherever necessary. TodLy I can't any longer think that, net after having read 3 1/2 volumes of Weisberg. 
The reason I can't think it is beeamme he just simply doss not dilute himself sufficiently fi with easily discreditable words. The ratio isn't right. he 
says too mush. 
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This leads to another question, still on the subject of Weisberg's p37 
remark. Is it possible that Weisberg lama has not actually severed vole 1 
thru 15? It is a fast that JILF was shot on 22 Nov 63, a fast that the entire 
27 JIM volumes appeared a year later. It appears also as a fast that Weisberg 
has lead the critic parade frau' the beginning, and has "done sore" than all the 
rest of them eosibined. Surely this one man must know better than 1 man in 
10,000 or 1 man in 100,000 or one men in 1,000,000 that General Walker could 
have had his "top secret"' transcript for the asking, upon request & smell pay-
ment. 

Have Just new opened vel 11 to see what preceded & followed Weisberg's 
referenee to 11H415. In doing so, have discovered that this page does not con-
tain that quote. I aeon to remember the quote he gives, though, so won't search 
for it. But in looking bask to the first page of the Walker testimony (111404) 
to get the date, I see on that page the relieving; 

(Referring to the Walker testimony to be taken:) "It may be 
purchased tram the court reporter here in Dallas." 

That was said by Liebeler to Walker in the presence of Walker's lawyer 
(General Watts) qmd you will find it where I say you will find it, 11B404. 

Pardon me for beating a dead horse, but the above offer of sale of testirony 
transcript was sad. to Gen Walker on 23 Oda July 64 and a eonnon offering as long 
as it was suspected that the witness sight be asking for it. To pick out one 
example fran probably at least a damn, there is Stovall on p173, Till 10. Jenmosr 
tells Stowell "...me have it written up for ourselves and that is why you can 
have a sop, of it MO at 35 mats a pegs", referring to the "TOP =RAT" testimony 
which Weisberg infers cannot be 0 delivered except between people within some 
one inner eirele or another. Noting that Stovall appeared in the testimony vole 
4 months before Walker, there isn't be such question about presedemsee. 

Insidentally, to lessen your confusion: The Stovall I Just picked is not 
the same Stovall who picked the photographis Acinipmemt (Minx, Stereo etc) out 
out Marina's underwear. This Stovall is the Stovall who employed Marina's hus-
band in his photographic-presses business. They are both "R. Stovall" and they 
both wear plain clothes, but one is homed Robert and thee other Richard. Just 
want to clarity this & uneenfuee you, knowing hew alert you suet be to soinsidenses. 

9 Jan. Had abandoned this letter during one of those lucid moments when 
I could see the uselessness of what I was doing, whatever I was doing. Guess 
I must have had some reservation because I didn't tear it up. Thanks to being 
tanked up en BUSCH I an bask at it again. 

Having re-read this, I see I have to explain: The significance, or one 
significance, of VOisberg's attention to the Walker - Secret Testimony thing, 
an obviously erroneous reference, is this That it sounds so such like the kind 
of error which can arise out of a COMMITTEE formulating and writing a book, 
rather than an error whish one individual mould make after reading for himself 
the first 15 vole - even if he read them thru quickly. There must be a down 
or more examples in the testimony volumes of persons being told that they can 
have, within days, a transeripa of their testimony at some nominal cost by simply 
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buttonholing the sourt reporter after the testimony is over. 

Anybody mulling over this slip long enough son some up within his imagination 
a number of ways in which swell an accident can occur in a book. A "Committee" 
theory seams to me to offer up the greatest possibilities, the greatest chance 
for WO a misunderstanding and such a blunder. The least possible aflame of 
such an error taking place is the sum of one man, Weisberg, making this alarming 
mistake on his own after having himself dome the 1-15 vols. And having now read 
four of his books and having heard him twice on WLCY it is just absolutely 
insonosivible to me that he isn't About twelve (12) times more eapAblo than I 
as. Yet this Walker-Liobeler thing appears as elm of the "highlights" of the 
Osw in NO book and in referred to later en some other page and seemingly sonnet 
be just a thoughtless error. 

Well, that is all I son say. have already said that he might need to sabo-
tage himself - as though he were writing about UFO.. Maybe I should be happy to 
### not know just what is going en. 

A suggestion about doing the 1.15 vole; If you refer to then while browsing 
thr4 16-26 or while reeding a "eritie" paperback, yo  ought sake a mark at the 
top of these pages ("R" for "I have already read this ones before, out of se-
opens.", or any such mark). I did not do this and a consequence of net doing it 
is that you will stumble onto some familiar thing every now & then & will not 
be able to tell if you've found a brand-now soincidenea. The ideal thing would 
be noting an the page the thing which drew you to it. Jut of course then you 
get dragged down to a snail-pass by writing margin notes you suspect you'll maybe 
sever again refer to. It's a problem. It's doubly a problem if you are already 
involved in maintaining a notebook, a thing *doh I did not do. 

3conhew can't believe that there isn't available somewhere IMMO olos40- 
graphed coordination among all the meteor assassination experts. Even if it were 
as diluted and pro-sabotaged as all the various UFO mimeos it would be well worth 
having. It you eontinme an interest in this, guess you would want to search out 
amp possibility 00410 of such a thing maybe by asking Wweisberg it roe sentinme 
correspondence with him. I awl* a point of mentioning this because I'm on the 
point of "bowing out" of the JP) thing, having come to a sort of end, but still 
wanting to read whatever eases prim' - esfeslally the neat outrageous & redisulous 
things. 

Ha... here is something. Lyle Stuart's TES INDSPrADENT, which is a thing I 
get. Don't understand his preoccupation with "pornography for its own sake", which 
is a thing he does promote. It night be only a front for other things, I don't 
know. But what I do know is that he is a source of "information" you don't always 
find when you drop into your basal drug store or book store. If he doesn't put 
it in his paper, ho might have 0 it for sale in a book. He is the one who seem-
ingly bought out University Books, and new freely offers TES VILIICOTBICY AFFAIR 
to any scientist who doesn't mind receiving it by mail from The Mystic Arts Book 
Society, or acme such. Sound familiar? Just can't put his into any category, • 
doh't know what or who he is. He might even be in a class by himself, like most 
of us. You don't get his TEL INDLILNDLNT as far as I know, so maybe you will be 
surprised to know that he seems to have a free assess to COW+. visiting Cuba, 
when he wants to. He oases bask from his trips and tells us :11 nige things about 
COW' and how well things are going in view of all the various outside pressures. 
He has to, of course, if he ever wants to return there. But the "coloring" he gives 
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his lame stories about visits to Cuba may net be any more "solered" than 
reports given by others. EMI the St Pete Times, seemingly on the same aids of 
the fens., doesn't want to agree with the color. The Times makes itself rather 
clear by saying nothing, ever while taking a prefer liberal stem. in whatever 
else it might want to editorialise about. 

Where all this puts Lyle Stuart, I damn. I am grateful to the old gent who 
called in to Open Hike a few nights age and made himself unintentionally misunder-
stood by hilifig#10441 suggesting that there might be an effort an someone. part to 
confuse Liberals with Communists. It was a good point, even though he seemed to 
be buffaloed by what he'd said after Ruark had essentially agreed with his. Don't 
know ft whether Lyle Stuart is a Cammomiet, in the real sense, er whether he might 
be simply another ono of us Jew-Christians with emotions, a person who will go off 
and cry to himself when he sees his paperboy, a little nigger-hey, get stuffed into 
a pauper's grave after gettimg bit by a taxicab - that sort of thing. 

Sorry about this (courtesy BUSCH, the Bavarian Beer), but what I stopped about 
(see "Ha...", previous page) was to say I'm enclosing a photo .lip from the last 
issue of the IND8F814=a showing Chop Guevara & Lyle Stuart together. When I first 
glanced at the picture a few days Age my first impression was that I was looking 
at your Bob, and I didn't get mshook-up until looking at the saptioa. I can look 
at the picture new & see clearly that it isn't your Bob. Shades of Oswald, people 
being shown selected  pictured! 

This Just pope into my head for no reason: Azeistrong Exhibit 5302, a picture 
I've Just relocated by flipping pages looking for it. XII, p35. Thanks to my not 
having maintained the right notes I can't tell you who it was

s 
 but I an referring to 

SSW Map a 1-15 withess, some man who was knows to 	IN the Sister of Zarleme 
Roberts if I remember it right. keyhe vole 10614, somewhere. This fellow was shown 
the Armstrong 5302 photo, allegedly. Unless I have lest the last of my marbles, 
the wan was shown this photo in the sense of wanting to know whether this resembled 
Oswald. The anewer was something like "Me, the hair isn't agi thin enough on top" 
or somethimg like that. Now, apart free whatever else I might have thought mister-
isms Melt this I de recall this distinet impression: "This is like having somebody 
show a picture of Wallies Boor, to a OAS and asking his if this Is Jambi* Cooper 
and then having his tell yea that it probably can't be Jackie Oodperii0041MSO the 
hair isn't just right." Good web, even if the wittnsss were a sample* phooey he 
would know that Osteld was a peons &lakes in his early twenties and eertainly 
nothing at all like the 530Q ma* who is Obviously net far from 50. 

Well 	be damned— I was just thumbing thru XIX, looking for p326 & 
thinking I'd find something sonneetiag with this, Bertha Cheek, and I find on the 
bask side of 326 the very paw I was wanting to describe to you a seuple of weeks 
ago: the DIPD logsheet with the "somputerimed flavor". Sorry, I told you it was a 
left-hand pads. I was so sere it was. keyway, I've rediscovered it, mad there 
it is. Apart from the signifies's.* at it, the part we've discussed, what a shame 
we can't have any more than this ens tiny Sheet - part of L thru Part or* en this 
particular date. Wender *1st A thru Z slot reveal, severing Nov 22, 23, 24 as 
a starter? I note aloe, eenfirming what I thought I'd seen that this was dome 
on a standard DPD fora - presumably a standard normal procedure. Vhether it was 
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handled routinely i on this DPD tonally a semnutor or whether it was handled 
routinely by a bunch of girls, same kind of inference has to be drawn. In fact, 
probably a bunch of intentness. This is the same polioe deportment in which the 
chief of homieids swears he can't have a taps recorder even though he has kept 
asking for one, as he is reported as testifying in my edition of the Warren vol-
umes. Don't know if I'm trying to be funny or sarcastic or what, referring to 
"my edition" of the books. What I de know, though, is that when you dig deep 
enough into anything you are apt to find similarities with things you've dug into 
in "completely different" areas. After a while you sit up & take note of all 
the coincidences & than you sit bask dawn& speculate about all the eresy poss-
ibilities. I mean, don't we? 

In honest', should say that I don't believe that "different editions" of 
the 27 volumes ars being .erred up as needo1. Clm.sn I'm getting  sleepy. Time 
to go to bed. 

Regards, 

/11 	
Seem to have worked myself into a mischievous & ugly mood. Will slip iiO4 

this into the ThermofAx & send *labor, a espyJKIt  is, after all, Weisberg that 
this whole letter centers about. Wipe you don't mind if I say that you are Mrs 
Helen V.artmann, 4666 27th *re North, St Petersburg Fla 33713 and that probably 
wouldn't mind getting a mad letter from 14 Weinberg if he should be mad about any-
thing. Me, I'm dropping out of all of this. It's all yours. 

iv-4t 4 ‘3, -fkrw VrAr6‘ C4rU,44 44;tb 
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